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主流意识形态与中国哲学社会科学创新体系具有紧密的联系，创新主流意识形态

研究方式，既是当代中国一个重要的理论与现实命题，亦是中国哲学社会科学创新体

系的前提。创新中国主流意识形态研究方式，有三个重要的维度：一是从文明格局的

高度创新主流意识形态研究方式，把握主流意识形态的历史连续性与文化特性，反对

历史虚无主义和历史复古主义；二是以包容并蓄的方式拓展、丰富主流意识形态研究

的视角与内容，在研究创新中优化主导地位，克服居高临下的意识形态傲慢和无力失

语的意识形态虚弱症状；三是秉承开放学习的心态对国外主流意识形态进行比较研

究，在借鉴交流中维护我国的主流意识形态安全，克服封闭自语和盲目崇外的意识形

态研究套路，创造无愧于时代的意识形态新文化。

关键词：主流意识形态 哲学社会科学创新 意识形态安全

Mainstream ideology is closely related with the innovation system of Chinese philosophy 
and social sciences. Innovation in mainstream ideology research is of theoretical and practical 
signifi cance to contemporary China, and constitutes a precondition for the establishment of 
an innovation system of Chinese philosophy and social sciences. Innovation in mainstream 
ideology research involves three important aspects. First, we should innovate mainstream 
ideology research in terms of the pattern of civilizations, that is, to grasp the historical 
continuity and cultural identity of mainstream ideology and oppose historical nihilism and 
revivalism. Second, we should adopt an inclusive approach to mainstream ideology research 
to bring in different perspectives and enrich the content of research, and to optimize its 

*　This article is part of the mid-term study funded by the National Social Sciences Foundation 
Program entitled “Dynamics of China’s Social Consciousness from the Perspective of Reform and 
Opening Up” (No. 10zd&048).
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guiding role and overcome both ideological arrogance and ideological aphasia. And third, 
we must be open-minded in carrying out a comparative analysis of mainstream ideologies 
of other countries. In exchanges with and learning from other countries, we should protect 
the safety of mainstream Chinese ideology and avoid both self-contained isolationism and a 
blind worship of foreign things. In this way, we can develop a new ideological culture that is 
worthy of our times.  

Keywords: mainstream ideology, innovation in philosophy and social sciences, ideological 
safety  

In the “Making Intensifi ed Efforts to Prosper Philosophical and Social Scientifi c Research in 
Higher Education Institutions” issued in September 2011, the Chinese Ministry of Education 
set the goal of “basically establishing a new innovation system for research in philosophy and 
social sciences by the year 2020.” In contemporary China, innovation in mainstream ideology 
research is not merely related to the practical space for innovation in Chinese philosophy and 
social sciences, but also constitutes an important part of this innovation itself. The “mainstream 
ideology” under discussion here refers to the dominant ideology of a society within a 
particular period of time, which is usually the ideology of a ruling class. Centering around 
this ideology are some peripheral ideologies, including political views, academic schools of 
thought, value orientations, ways of thinking, etc. Generally, the peripheral ideologies emerge 
in a form that accompanies the mainstream ideology, although of course they stand as its 
antithesis in extreme circumstances. Clearly, to explore “innovative research in mainstream 
ideology” is not to abandon the resources of traditional ideology and start all over again, but 
to stress that mainstream ideology research should be adaptive to the changing times and 
environment. The innovative research in mainstream ideology includes the following three 
main aspects.

I. Mainstream Ideology Research Should Be Innovative in Terms of the Pattern of 
Civilizations, Grasp Historical Continuity and Cultural Identity, and Should Oppose 
Historical Nihilism and Revivalism. 

The rise of a real power presupposes the rise of its culture. Only a country with huge 
civilization potential has the qualifi cations and conditions to rise as a power. It was incisively 
pointed out in “Rethinking the Prosperity and Development of Socialist Culture with Chinese 
Characteristics: Cultural Awareness, Cultural Confi dence and Cultural Self-reliance” in the 
Red Flag Manuscript (2010) that “The awakening of a nation is, above all, the awakening 
of its culture. The power of a political party is largely determined by its cultural awareness.” 
Clearly, the mainstream ideology of contemporary China has to be analyzed in the historical 
perspective of Chinese civilization.

Today, we need to face two questions squarely with regard to innovating approaches to 
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mainstream ideology research. First, we must respect the historic timeline of changes in 
tradition with regard to research in this fi eld, revealing the internal character of innovation 
in mainstream ideology in the long river of historical time; in other words, we should stress 
the historical continuity of ideology and the dynamic inheritance and historical development 
of cultural tradition. This is because cultural tradition is, to some extent, a “prefabrication” 
of people’s social consciousness and ideology.1 This is something of which those who are 
engaged in innovating research on mainstream ideology should be fully aware. “Traditions 
should be taken into account not just as obstacles or inevitable conditions. The renunciation 
of tradition should be considered as a cost of a new departure; the retention of traditions 
should be considered as a benefi t of a new departure.”2 In other words, tradition as an intrinsic 
value accompanies the whole process of innovation in ideological studies. To abandon it or 
deliberately forget it is to create an artificial gap in such studies. Even worse is the claim 
that tradition is a burden, which demonstrates a deep disrespect for the values of tradition. 
Returning to the specific research situation in China, we must give a high priority to the 
inherent values implicit in historical tradition, and try to create space for innovation in 
mainstream ideology research through comparative methods and process-oriented analysis. 
As the philosopher Gan Yang argued, “The Confucian tradition, the Mao Zedong tradition 
and the Deng Xiaoping tradition form the continuum of Chinese history and civilization. It is 
this ‘integration of triple traditions’ (tongsantong) that China hopes to achieve today in our 
new era.”3 With this in mind, researchers are expected to gain a new understanding of the 
fundamental infl uence that the Chinese historical tradition, represented by classical studies, 
has exerted upon China. In doing so, conducting historical analysis on the basis of a more 
fl exible perception of tradition seems rather important. Besides, in view of the founding of 
socialist China, it would also seem necessary to stress the historical continuity of mainstream 
ideology in undertaking an analysis of historical experience, so as to retain the overall sanctity 
of that ideology, which would otherwise be dissolved by a right-or-wrong approach to 
ideological research.

Second, mainstream ideology requires conscious development in the course of historical 
progress. Every historical era has its own themes and historic tasks, and these themes and 
tasks are constantly developing and changing. The historical facts show that “The Chinese 
ideology before the reform and opening-up was an organic whole made up of a specifi c set 
of theoretical concepts and symbols, like class struggle, two-line struggle, mass movement, 
continued revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat, and so on. Within it, each 
basic concept was supported by others; and all these concepts were logically consolidated 

1　Prefabrication means that cultural tradition always exerts a latent, pre-existing and “inborn” effect—
positive or negative—upon the reality of human existence and social development.
2　Edward Shils, Tradition, pp. 354-355. 
3　Gan Yang, Tongsantong, p. 5.
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into a compact whole based on interdependence, complementarity and mutual constraints.”4 
During that period, revolution, struggle, transformation and planning were the important 
vocabularies of mainstream ideology. When reform started in 1978, the traditional 
mainstream ideology was facing a severe challenge, as China seemed to be trapped in a 
crisis of faith and a dilemma provoked by an impasse in the traditional model of socialist 
development. But then, China made a breakthrough through the great practice of reform 
and opening up, and updated creatively the internal repository of concepts, categories 
and symbols in traditional mainstream ideology. In particular, China put forward a set 
of theories on “the essence of socialism” and “the primary stage of socialism,” thus 
achieving an internal “soft landing,” i.e. a smooth transition from the traditional ideology 
of revolution to the ideology of the new era. New key words entered the discourse of the 
new mainstream ideology, such as “bringing order out of chaos,” “test of practice,” “market 
economy” and “harmonious development.” Accordingly, remarkable changes also took 
place in Chinese studies of mainstream ideology: a theme shift from “taking class struggle 
as the key link” to “taking economic development as the central task,” a transformation 
from one-sided pursuit of economic growth to scientifi c development, and the replacement 
of the materialized way of thinking by man-oriented views. It can be seen that, along with 
the changing themes of different historical periods, the innovation of mainstream ideology 
can display periodic characteristics and variations; i.e., there is an ideological evolution 
from a primitive to a secondary and a tertiary state.

In short, cultural tradition is the basis and source of cultural continuity and development, 
and is the key to understanding the variation between different cultures. In a memorial 
submitted to the emperor, Li Hongzhang, a Chinese statesman of the late 19th century, 
presented a vivid elucidation of the essence of cultural tradition. He said, “Both Confucius’ 
and Jesus’ teachings seem to be based on persuasion. They are primarily expressed and 
disseminated for the betterment of all humanity—both Christians and non-Christians. I 
recognize this. If my life had been spent in Britain, France or the United States, I would have 
declared myself Christian too because Christianity is the prevailing religion in these countries. 
Someone who arranges his life in such a way will avoid trouble, and indeed will be respected. 
He will not think of Confucius, for he does not need Confucius or his teachings. By the same 
token, the same principle applies here in the other way round.”5 In innovating studies of 
mainstream ideology, researchers should respect and demonstrate the important dimensions of 
history and culture, rejecting both the historical nihilism that isolates ideological innovation 
from history and historical revivalism that wants to reinstate the past. Only in this way can 
we achieve the organic realization of the heights of our civilization and the autonomy of its 
intrinsic consistency as well as its power to interpret reality.

4　Xiao Gongqin, China’s Great Transition: Studying Reform in China from a Political Science 
Developmental Perspective, p. 154.
5　He Lin, Culture and Life, pp. 153-154.
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II. We Should Adopt an Inclusive Approach to Mainstream Ideology Research, so as to 
Encourage Different Perspectives and Overcome Both Ideological Arrogance and 
Ideological Aphasia. 

After the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, mainstream Chinese ideology 
developed a peculiar feature or inertia due to economic, political and historical reasons. As 
China’s reform and opening-up advances, the limitations of this “inertia” have become ever 
more evident: domestically, it is manifested in a condescending arrogance; and internationally, 
it evinces the frailty of aphasia. In order to change this situation, mainstream ideology 
research need to be more inclusive.  

We should recognize the fact that since reform and opening up, the Chinese economy has 
been growing at a remarkably high speed, people’s living conditions have greatly improved, 
and the superiority and vitality of socialism with Chinese characteristics have been brought 
into full play. At the same time, with the deepening of economic and social transformations, 
many changes have taken place in the social consciousness of people, especially that of 
intellectual elites and the public. With these changes, there have emerged unprecedented 
new contradictions, problems and dilemmas. The development of market economy has led 
to a pattern of diverse interests and differentiation of social strata and even classes, thus 
undermining the blurred and highly-overlapping situation with state ideology, party ideology 
and social ideology. It is true that the changes in the country’s social ideology have happened 
at different stages or at different times since the founding of New China yet all of them are 
the result of the interaction between the state, market and society. It used to be thought that 
state ideology had complete control of social consciousness before 1978; however, a lot of 
fi eldwork and oral history materials indicate that such control is limited, and that the infl uence 
of folk forces and traditions in grass-roots social consciousness still persists, though relatively 
weak. Nowadays, due to a combination of government power and capital, capital is becoming 
highly active and pervasive insomuch that its infl uence upon Chinese society seems to be even 
greater than that of state control before the reform and opening-up. A triangular relationship 
between the government (political party), the market (various subjects) and the society 
(intermediate organizations) is shaping. As it develops, a variety of ideologies representing 
different interests have emerged, giving rise to the coexistence of mainstream ideologies, non-
mainstream ideologies and even anti-mainstream ideologies. On such questions as “Whose 
ideology is it?” and “How is it expressed?,” the mainstream ideology has actually broken 
through the singularity and linearity of traditional mainstream ideology of the past and 
displays a more complex and richly-layered prospect.

Ideology, as a given expression of the values of the subject, the refl ection and defense of 
the ideas of a given class or interest group. It is a vivid manifestation of the question “Whose 
ideology is it?.” After thirty odd years of reform, the layout of Chinese ideology has gone 
beyond the stereotype defined by the ruling class or elite group under planned economy, 
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and has increasingly begun to reflect the ideas of different interest groups. For instance, 
mainstream ideology has actually integrated the ideologies of the proletariat, the bourgeoisie 
and other classes or strata; in other words, by reducing itself to the expression of the value 
propositions held by a complex of groups, Chinese mainstream ideology has assimilated 
different ideologies ranging from that of the ruling party—the Chinese Communist Party—
to the non-ruling democratic parties and from the new social stratum of freelancers to the 
ideological divisions in what used to be a single social stratum. In the peasantry stratum, 
for instance, peasants living in the developed coastal areas of southeastern China will have 
different interest appeals from those living in poverty-stricken areas in the central and western 
areas, and from those migrant workers in urban areas. These different appeals have led to 
different ideologies in terms of value propositions. Different ideologies are no longer in binary 
opposition or pure confrontation. Rather, they have a competitive ideological opposition 
alongside a differentiated ideological tolerance of one another, which fully demonstrates 
the diversity and multiplicity of the range of different ideological subjects. In terms of the 
question of “How is it expressed?,” we no longer regard ideology as a state apparatus, as 
was done in the past, but subdivide it into conceptualized ideology, institutionalized ideology 
and psychosocial ideology. In terms of content, ideology can be classifi ed into value ideals, 
theories, and policy claims, as shown below. 

Subjective forms of ideology Manifestations of ideology Content of ideology

Social (civil) ideology Conceptualized ideology Value ideals

Ideology of a political party Institutionalized ideology Theories

State ideology Socio-psychosocial ideology Policy claims

As Professor Han Yuan has pointed out, “Ideology is a social consciousness rooted in a 
background of specifi c interests; the ideological subject is also the interest subject behind it. In 
accordance with the fact that the interest entity represents a given ideology which progresses 
from clarity to expansion, we can subdivide ideologies at different stages of a country’s 
modern development, in terms of their subject, into social (civil) ideologies, ideologies of 
political parties, and state ideology.”6 In view of that fact that Chinese society and its ideology 
have gone through fundamental changes, mainstream ideology needs to be more tolerant 
and open-minded, more inclusive and respectful towards other ideologies, overcoming its 
inveterate arrogance, if it is to continue its “dominant” role as a guide to core values for the 
mass of the people and as a leading spiritual force in Chinese society. In order to effectively 
perform its function of integrating ideas and beliefs about fundamental social issues, 
mainstream ideology must learn to be expert in communicating and conducting dialogue with 

6　Han Yuan, “Investigating the Model of Ideological Development: China’s Strategic Orientation in 
the Construction of Mainstream Ideology.”
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other ideologies, absorbing and learning what is rational and benefi cial in them and constantly 
developing and improving its own theory, so that it  can become a true social consensus and 
an spiritual prop for the construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics.    

In view of this pattern of diversifi ed interests, we must differentiate and use of political 
authority and rational authority are prerequisites for the functioning of mainstream ideology. 
In this new era of peaceful and cooperative development, the functioning of China’s 
mainstream ideology must be realized more through rational authority than through coercive 
political authority. To put it another way, mainstream ideology needs to improve its own 
theoretical thoroughness, improve the consistency of its internal self-construction, and 
improve its theoretical appeal and persuasiveness by constantly making use of new insights 
and fi ndings from natural and social sciences and by drawing inspiration for innovation from 
the life and practice of the common people. In order to do this and to perfect mainstream 
ideology, we must, at the operative level, gain a deeper understanding of the characteristics of 
different ideologies and the interaction among them.

As far as the subject is concerned, social (civil) ideology is largely spontaneous. It 
represents the initial expression of the ideas and thoughts of thinking people in civil society, 
and is not politically recognized and protected. However, in an era when opening up and 
democracy are gaining strength, the propositions accommodated in the ideologies of political 
parties are not just expressions of the values held by intellectual advisors or politicians; very 
often, they are shaped and promoted from bottom to top. That is, once a social (civil) ideology 
is adopted by the ruling party, it will become the ideology of a political party and the value 
expression of a definite interest subject. This is the first transmission of ideology between 
different subjects. If the political party’s ideology can break through the limitations of its 
partisanship by balancing and integrating the interests of different interest subjects, then a 
second transmission will be realized in which a party ideology changes to a state ideology. 
These transmissions will not only increase the efficacy of ideology but also enhance the 
sustainability and vitality of innovation. They can defend and support the “dominance” of 
mainstream ideology.   

In terms of the manifestations of mainstream ideology, there exists an interlocking cause-
and-effect relationship among the conceptual, institutional and psychosocial forms of 
ideology. “Conceptual ideology is the ‘design’ for institutional ideology, while the latter 
serves as a ‘switch’ for psychosocial ideology. Psychosocial ideology is the drive for actions. 
Thus ideology extends from the conceptual form to the institutional form, and further to 
the psychosocial one, fi nally gaining a triple identity and completing a cycle of ideological 
movement. Only then can ideology achieve a stable, effective and mature position.”7 Clearly, 
the functioning of ideology is a systemic process, in which professional theorists and political 
leaders, while drawing spiritual or psychological inspirations from people’s social life, 

7　Han Yuan, “Investigating the Model of Ideological Development: China’s Strategic Orientation in 
the Construction of Mainstream Ideology.”
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express the values of that ideology in the form of ideas and concepts, offering a rational 
criticism and an ideal vision for social and political construction. Once it is recognized 
and accepted by the ruling class or party, a particular theory may become the blueprint for 
institutionalized ideology. It is only when an institutionalized ideology is assimilated in a 
subtle and imperceptible way that there can be a transformation of ideological values, so that 
it becomes the ideology of the common people. In this process, institutionalized ideology 
functions as a “switch.” But more importantly, mainstream ideology cannot act as a spiritual 
driver and value guide for the action of the masses until it becomes a set of guidelines for 
such actions and is proven in practice. In a word, to innovate studies of mainstream ideology, 
we must reject the sense of superiority held by the ruling class or party, and give up self-
proclaimed “ideological improvement.” We need to make every effort to preserve socialist 
core values and the Chinese nation’s cultural characteristics amid the tides of history, using 
more open-minded and inclusive ideas and methods to provide further impetus to the dynamic 
and effective functioning of mainstream ideology.    

III. Open-mindedness Is Necessary for Conducting Comparative Analyses of 
Mainstream Ideologies of Other Countries. 

In exchanges with and learning from other countries, we must defend the safety of China’s 
mainstream ideology. In ideological studies, we need to overcome both the tendency to self-
imposed isolation and that of having a blind faith in things foreign. The issue of national 
modernization was fi rst proposed in China at the turn of the 20th century, but it was in the 
late 20th century that the country really started the modernization process. During this 
historical period, the Chinese society experienced tortuous and drastic changes. One of the 
most fundamental changes was that China advanced from a semi-feudal and semi-colonial 
country to a socialist one. The reform and opening-up policy and the establishment of the 
socialist market economy enabled China to launch its modernization, and brought China into 
the course of world history. As the researcher Cao Tianyu has pointed out, at the global level, 
“Globalization is both a fait accompli and a trend of development. Whether we acknowledge 
it or not, it is affecting the historical course of the world, undoubtedly, that of China.”8 As is 
well-known, human history before the 15th century was one of monologue, i.e. the countries of 
the world knew little of each other’s economies and cultures. From the 15th century, starting 
with the Great Geographical Discoveries, world history began to enter the age of dialogue 
from the age of monologue.” The most significant characteristic of such dialogue is that 
economic and cultural development are realized and sustained at the global level, rather than 
within the boundaries of a country or a people. Different national or regional economies and 
cultures permeate one another and are interdependent. In the past we could live our lives in 

8　Cao Tianyu, ed., Modernization, Globalization, and the Chinese Road, p. 1.
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our wonted inertia, without caring about how Americans, French, Germans or Japanese lived, 
but today we have to learn about the lives of people in other countries. We cannot simply 
imitate another culture’s way of life, but we should not ignore something commensurable 
beneath the cultural differences.

Right now, China has entered the course of world history. From Mao Zedong era’s 
ideology of resistance, in which the two power blocs confronted, to the strategic low-
profile modernization drive based on the “shelving disputes” policy of the Deng Xiaoping 
era, and further to the ongoing cultural contests in which state ideology is a form of soft 
power, the fact that ideological contests are a form of competition between states has never 
changed. But one thing should be noted: China’s sudden economic rise after centuries 
of weakness and backwardness sets off its “political immaturity.” In other words, China 
may be economically powerful now, yet it remains spiritually underdeveloped. There are 
a number of reasons for this. Firstly, due to some confl icts of interests, the Western bloc is 
still reluctant to acknowledge China’s socialist mode of development, despite its economic 
rise in the world. China’s values and ideas have not yet been established worldwide and its 
cultural soft power has not received due recognition. Therefore, it is diffi cult at the moment 
to make the China’s voice heard. In other words, China’s mainstream ideology is much less 
infl uential than Western mainstream ideologies, which claim themselves as universal values. 
In the competition between ideologies, we are in defi cit. There is an asymmetry between this 
situation and the ideological support needed by a great nation, especially one that is rising. 
Faced with the “bucket effect” or limiting factor of our relatively weak position in such 
ideological competition, a position arising from this unbalanced development, it is very easy 
for simple-minded nationalism to be kindled such that xenophobia or arrogance replace the 
criticism and reform that are lacking in internal ideological construction. Blind rejection of 
everything foreign is fueled in the name of national strategic interests, with an indiscriminate 
rejection of everything foreign. This will not help solve the problem, but will render us even 
more passive. Our standpoint should be that Chinese researchers, with an open-minded 
attitude, should conduct an extensive comparative study of mainstream ideologies of other 
countries. In so doing, they should defend the safety of China’s mainstream ideology and 
oppose all kinds of isolationism and blind pursuit of foreign things. 

Nowadays, the development of science and information technology provides great 
convenience for China’s mainstream ideology research, but it also poses a challenge to them. 
By convenience, we mean that Chinese researchers can gain a better understanding of the 
forefront theoretical construction and practice of other countries in terms of mainstream 
ideology; by challenge, we mean that the researchers should consciously conquer some 
isolationist practices of the past, especially the kind of empty ideological framework that 
cannot stand the test of practice. To this end, Chinese researchers should carry out an in-
depth study into mainstream ideologies of other countries, including those developed 
countries represented by the United States, the former Soviet Union and Eastern European 
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bloc represented by Russia, the countries and regions in the sphere of Confucian culture 
represented by Singapore, the late-developing modern countries represented by Japan, and 
the Eastern Asian socialist countries represented by Vietnam and North Korea. In analyzing 
and evaluating these ideologies, researchers should be alert to biased thinking in the form 
of simplistic criticism or blind imitation, and should avoid stereotypes and preconceptions; 
otherwise, the real basis for dialogues will be lost.

Secondly, the comparative study of mainstream ideology should be deepened. This involves 
recognizing the historical context from which different ideologies have emerged, not just from 
a political perspective but also from a cultural one, in order to more fully grasp their special 
characteristics. If we do not “know others” we cannot fully “know ourselves.” The sociologist 
Fei Xiaotong provided insights into methodological innovation in studies of mainstream 
ideology when he wrote of “cultural consciousness,” “cultural consciousness only means that 
those living in a particular culture have a clear knowledge of their culture, knowing its origin, 
its formation, its characteristics and the direction of its development; it does not imply ‘cultural 
regression,’ nor does it suggest ‘restoring the past,’ or propose ‘wholesale Westernization’ or 
‘totally becoming the other.’ Instead, this self-knowledge functions to strengthen autonomous 
capacity for cultural transformation and to establish an autonomous position for making 
cultural choices when adapting to a new era and a new environment. Cultural consciousness 
is an arduous process. Only on the basis of a good understanding both of our own culture 
and other cultures can we establish our own place in the multicultural world. Then, through 
self-conscious adaptation, along with other cultures, we can draw on the advantages of each 
culture to jointly establish a basic order recognized by all and a set of principles that different 
cultures can abide by in peaceful coexistence and joint development.”9

Finally, establishing a more sophisticated and competitive mainstream ideological system 
is at the core of innovating mainstream ideology research. This is not just a matter of theory 
and concepts, but methods and practice; it is not just essential to enhancing our cultural 
soft power, but also of strategic importance to the promotion of the competitiveness of our 
ideology at the international level. There are various causes for the lack of competitiveness 
of Chinese mainstream ideology in the international community, including the objective 
differences between China and the developed West in terms of understanding of and research 
in mainstream ideologies, as well as problems with the content, production, marketing and 
management of Chinese mainstream ideology. In the new historical era, studies of China’s 
mainstream ideology will change from extensiveness to intensiveness and from plane to three-
dimensionality. In examining the experiences and lessons of other countries’ mainstream 
ideologies, we should particularly study the universal and regular issues in them. Indeed, 
“For one thing, cultural-ideological problems cannot be solved with coercive administrative 
measures. And for the other, developing right ideas and overcoming wrong ones can only be 
done through debates, criticisms and arguments. Criticism is supposed to be dialectical, rather 

9　Fei Xiaotong, “Refl ections, Dialogues and the Consciousness of Culture.”
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than dogmatic and metaphysical.”10 Only in this way can we establish a scientifi c, vital and 
infl uential mainstream ideology and bring into play its dominant role.
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